Branch cuts in the phase function.
It is shown that, when the scalar field associated with the propagation of a distorted wave function has nulls in its intensity pattern, the phase function that goes with that scalar field has branch points at the location of these nulls and that there are unavoidable 2pi discontinuities across the associated branch cuts in the phase function. An analytic proof of this supposition is provided. Sample computer-wave optics propagation results are presented that manifest such unavoidable discontinuities. Among other things, the numerical results are organized in a way that demonstrates that for those cases the branch points are unavoidable. It is found in the sample numerical results that the branch cuts can be positioned so that the 2pidiscontinuities are located along lines of minimum intensity. This location tends to minimize the physical significance or importance of the discontinuities, a significant consideration for deformablemirroradaptive optics, for which there is an unavoidable correction error in the vicinity of the branch cut. An algorithm is briefly described that allows the branch cuts to be located automatically and a phase function to be calculated that has discontinuities equal only to 2pidiscontinuities that are located at the branch cuts.